
Taking the guesswork out of selecting 

shafts (Part 1) 

by Tom Wishon   

In nearly 40 years of golf equipment design and research work, I think it is fair to say that the shaft is the 

least understood component of the golf club. Since I have engaged in serious shaft research since 1990, 

and from that have learned a lot about shaft design, performance and fitting, I would like to help clear 

some things up and share some facts about shafts and what you need to know to pick the best shaft for 

YOUR swing. 

I will do my best to make all of this understandable without stressing everyone’s atte tio  spa . But 
there is a lot to explain about this subject so I will separate this into three parts with some time in 

between each thread to allow you to digest it and ask questions. 

 

How Can Golfers TRULY Compare Shafts to Know their Real 

Performance Differences?   

Belo  is a t pi al spe ifi atio  ha t  f o  a ajo  shaft o pa .  I ha e e o ed the a es 
because it is not my intent to criticize a specific shaft maker.  It is simply my desire to show you how the 

typical information provided about shafts will not allow golfers to know what they really need to know 

about shafts to be able to make an informed buying decision. 

 

Plain and simple, the information in this chart cannot tell a golfer how any of these shafts truly perform, 

much less how they actually compare in stiffness to any other the shaft.  The Flex?  There are no 

standards for exactly how stiff any of the flex letter codes are.  Charts like this provide no quantitative 

measurements of exactly how stiff any shaft might be. 

In fact the ONLY bits of information on a typical chart like this which can be helpful are the WEIGHT and 

the TORQUE.  The Butt and Tip Diameter?  These are fine for knowing what the hosel bore of the 



clubhead needs to be to easily accept the shaft and to know how to install the grip to obtain a desired 

size.   The Pa allel Tip se tio ?  That si pl  tells ou if ou ut o e tha   off the tip, it’s ot likel  
to fit all the a  i to a  o al hosel ith a .  o e.  The Be d Point?   Sorry, but the term 

e d poi t is ot ele a t e ause ith te s like high , id , o  lo , it has al a s ee  a  too 
generic.  WHERE EXACTLY IS a mid bend point?   And how does this mid bend point compare to some 

othe  o pa ’s id o  lo  or high bend point? 

Recently I have seen a couple of other shaft companies begin to offer a form of QUANTITATIVE stiffness 

easu e e ts fo  thei  shafts.  He e’s a  e a ple: 

This 

shaft o pa  offe s a se ies of “tiff ess P ofile  easu e e ts fo  the Butt, Mid a d Tip se tio s of 
thei  shafts.  That’s a sta t ut the p o le  is, this o pa  o l  offe s these “tiff ess P ofile 
measurements for their own shafts.  This is somewhat reasonable for comparing the various shaft 

odels a d fle es ithi  this o e o pa , ut hat if ou ha e so e othe  o pa ’s shaft i  ou  
d i e , o  ou ish to o pa e these shafts to so e othe  o pa ’s shafts?  A d if ou ha e e e  hit 
one of these shafts, how stiff or flexible are any of these measurements in the first place?   These 

rudimentary Stiffness Profile measurements do not allow the depth and scope of stiffness information to 

allow you to make a valid shaft fitting decision. 

You ight look at the Butt “tiff ess u e  a d sa , That’s a f e ue  easu e e t a d I k o  ho  
stiff a p  shaft pla s.   Yes, that Butt “tiff ess u e  is a f e ue  easu e e t.  But the 
problem is you have no idea how these butt frequency measurements were obtained.  What length of 

the butt was clamped? How heavy was the tip weight? Is this 270cpm frequency the same as a 270cpm 

shaft that you played?  Again, there are no standards in the golf industry for shaft frequency 

measurement so you have no idea if a measurement of say, 270cpm from this company is equivalent to 

a measurement of 255cpm or 265cpm or whatever cpm using one of the many other types of shaft 

frequency measurement. 

What akes all this e e  o e e iti g  o  I should sa , halle gi g, is the fa t the i dust  is o  
populated with many shafts which are VERY expensive. Do you really want to GUESS whether that $300 

shaft is right for you, or would you like to have a more definitive way to help make that decision? 

 

Is there a Better Way to Compare Shaft Stiffness?   



Ever since I began to perform quantitative measurements on shafts, I knew we needed a way to be able 

to see and compare the stiffness of as many shafts as possible, and do it over their entire length.  That 

way clubmakers and golfers could have a tangible way to compare the complete full length stiffness 

design of shafts to each other.  The performance and the bending feel of any shaft are products of its 

stiffness design over its entire length. Not just the butt, not just the tip, but the whole length of the 

shaft. There are almost an infinite number of ways the stiffness of a shaft can be created over its entire 

length. 

In 2005, we arrived on a reasonably simple method to perform full length comparative stiffness 

measurements for golf shafts.  From this we created a software program that would house and display 

the data from our shaft stiffness comparison methodology.  We made the first version of the software 

available to clubmakers in 2006.  Two times each year we ask the shaft companies to send us multiples 

of each of their new shaft models and flexes so we can keep adding shafts to the software data base. 

At present we have well over 2,000 different wood, hybrid and iron shafts in the TWGT Shaft Bend 

Profile software.  We charge a one-time fee of $129.50 for the software because the expense to have it 

programmed and maintained is not insignificant.  It also takes us quite a number of hours to acquire, 

test and input the new shaft data into the software two times each year.  You can find more 

information about this on my site, which is linked in my bio. 

As much as we would like, there is no possible way we can include EVERY shaft in the industry in the 

soft a e’s data ase.  We ha e to el  o  the shaft o pa ies to se d us the ultiple sa ples of ea h 
of their shafts to measure because we simply cannot afford to actually buy all of the shafts. We also 

cannot obtain the OEM stock shafts because the OEM companies will simply not allow anyone to have 

their raw shafts for any measurement work like this. We do have some OEM stock shafts in the data base 

hi h o e f o  pulls  f o  OEM lu s that e a  easu e. But e do t  to put as a  shafts as 
we can into the data base so that clubmakers and golfers can better compare the relative stiffness of 

shafts. 

To date more than 600 different clubmakers now use the TWGT Shaft Bend Profile software in their shaft 

fitti g.  This use  the lu ake s has also p o ided i  the field  e ifi atio  that the easu e e ts 
of the shafts do indeed provide a valid representation of the performance and even the bending feel of 

the shafts in the data base. The shaft fitting comparisons made with the data in the TWGT Shaft Bend 

Profile software is most definitely valid for predicting the performance and feel of a shaft. 

 

How Does the Bend Profile Data Explain the Performance and 

Differences Between Shafts?   

Some of you have seen graphs from the TWGT Bend Profile software that I have posted to answer a 

question here and there about shafts.  For those of you who have not seen this, following is a basic 

screen image from the software showing a comparison of the relative stiffness design of two shafts – I 

just randomly chose to use the Diamana White 83 X5CT S flex and the UST ProForce V2 HL65 S flex to 



start the explanation. 

You see 7 columns in the data box.  These show WHERE on the shafts we do the stiffness 

easu e e ts.  “ta ti g at  up f o  the tip, the easu e e ts the  a e ade at  spa ed 
positio s up f o  the tip e d of ea h shaft, e di g at  up f o  the tip.  Be ause i o  a d h id 
shafts a e sho te  i  a  le gth, thei  easu e e ts u  f o   up to  up f o  the tip e d of the 
shafts. 

Measurements are done with a 454 gram weight attached to the tip of the shaft using a specially 

designed frequency analyzer that measures the shaft oscillations using two separate load cells and two 

separate strain gauges.  Each shaft is tested at the same exact place on the shaft, using the same exact 

test methodology.  This ensures the data is comparable from shaft to shaft to shaft in the data base of 

the software. 

Let’s take a look at a  e a ple g aph a d data ha t: 

 

 

The ,  a d  easu e e ts ep ese t the utt se tio , the ,  a d  the e te  se tio  
a d the ,  a d  measurements represent the tip section of the shaft (yes there is an overlap). 

When companies design different flexes of a shaft, each different letter flex version is ordained chiefly by 

the stiffness measurements of the 41 to 21 inch positions (butt to center to upper tip) of the shaft.  Tip 



section differences on shafts do not play a significant of a role in the overall flex design (swing speed 

rating) of a shaft as do the butt to center to upper tip sections.  The tip section design of a shaft is 

chiefly designed to create differences in the launch angle, trajectory and spin rate among shafts within 

the same flex. 

 

After significant research and study of the shaft data, we can make conclusions about how much of a 

difference in the stiffness measurements is significant or not.  With so many shafts in the data base, we 

a  also ide tif  a asi  elatio ship et ee  a golfe ’s lu head speed, the a e age e di g fo e 
generated by that clubhead speed, and the overall stiffness design of a shaft.  This is very important for 

being able to tell a golfer which shaft may be better suited to his clubhead speed.  Therefore we can 

use the stiff ess easu e e ts of the  to  positio s o  the shaft to dete i e the s i g speed 
rating of any shaft. 

 

We can also determine how much of a measurement difference is significant or not with respect to 

stiffness in the butt, center and tip sections of the shafts. 

 Fo  e a ple, at the sta t of the utt se tio  as ep ese ted  the  easu e e t, a 
measurement difference of 8 to 10 cpm is approximately equivalent to one full letter flex 

difference. 

 At the iddle of the e te  se tio  as ep ese ted  the  easu e e ts, a diffe e e of  
to 15 cpm is equivalent to one full letter flex difference. 

 In the middle of the tip se tio , ep ese ted  the  easu e e t, a diffe e e of -40 cpm 

usually accounts for a visible difference in the launch angle, trajectory and spin rate of the shot. 

 

 

There are no standards for how stiff any of the letter flex designations of shafts may be.  

How stiff  IS an R flex, an S flex (or any of the other letter flexes)?  How much variation is 

there among shafts of the same letter flex?     

Below is data to show the low to high range in stiffness for all shafts for drivers and fwy woods in our 

data base that are marked as being a letter R flex shafts.  These are listed from softest to stiffest, but all 

of these are made and marked by their respective companies to be an R flex shaft.  Based on the 

measurements of the 41/36 for the butt section, you are looking at a range of FOUR FULL FLEXES.   

That means the R flex shafts in the golf industry actually exist within a range of 4 full flexes.  The same 

is true for S flex shafts as well.  Because there are far fewer L, A and X flex shafts the range in stiffness 

within these letter flex codes is not quite as wide as it is within the R and S flex shafts created by the golf 

industry.  Here is the Bend Profile graph and data chart to illustrate the range in R flex shafts for woods 

that exist today. 



 

Based on all of our research to associate a driver clubhead speed with the measurements for the 41, 36, 

31, 26 positions of the butt and center of the shaft, here are the appropriate driver clubhead speed 

ratings for each of these above 5 different R flex shafts: 

Miyazaki C.Kua 39 R – for a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 55 to 65mph 

UST ProForce V2 HL-55 R –     for a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 65 to 75mph 

Aldila RIP’d NV  R – for a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 75 to 85mph 

Fujikura Blue 004 R –     for a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 85 to 95mph 

Rappor Blue Velvet R – for a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 95 to 105mph 

 

Therefore, you are looking at shafts in the golf industry which match up to a range in swing speed of 50 

mph – yet ALL are marked and sold as R flex shafts. 

You a  e p o pted to o e t, this has to e the e eptio  athe  tha  the ule.   If e take a 
look at the data base to search where the majority of R flex marked shafts lie with respect to their 

41/36/31 inch butt section measurements, we find that the majority of R flex shafts exist within a range 

that represents a 20 to 30 mph difference in the clubhead speed rating for the shafts. 

This is p e isel  h  golfe s so eti es u  a e  lu  a d its shaft does ’t feel as stiff o  feels stiffe  



than their previous shaft with the same letter flex. 

Do all shafts of the same letter flex have the same butt to center section stiffness (same swing 

speed rating) within the same shaft company or the same golf club company?   

Let’s take a look at the R fle  e sio  of a u e  of diffe e t shaft odels f o  o e shaft 
manufacturing company.   All are selected on the basis of being very close to the same shaft weight so 

they potentially could be considered for purchase by the same golfer. 

 

Let’s e su e to fi st ake so ethi g lea  – We are NOT saying it is wrong for a company to make the 

same letter flex version of each different shaft model to be of a different stiffness design.  That is their 

right as a company to determine the exact design of each flex for each shaft they make. 

 

What we are saying is that it is very difficult for consumer golfers to know how to choose what shaft 

might best match their swing when the companies provide no empirical information like this to use for 

making quantitative comparisons of the different shafts. 

 

The swing speed range for all these R flex shafts from Aldila ranges by 25 mph.   At one end, the NVS 

65-R is a shaft that would be rated for use by a golfer with a driver clubhead speed of 70-80mph.  At 

the other end, the RIP Gamma 60-3.6-R is a shaft that would be rated for use by a golfer with a driver 

clubhead speed of 85-95mph.  That means within all the R Flex shafts from Aldila, the clubhead speed 

rating for possible selection by a golfer can range by 25 mph – yet all are marked as being an R Flex shaft. 



 

On top of this are definite differences in the TIP SECTION design of all these different R flex shafts.  

Within all the R Flex shafts from Aldila, we see shafts with a tip section design that ranges from the very 

tip-soft Habanero 60-R all the way up to the moderately tip stiff design of the RIP Gamma 60-3.6-R. If 

both these R flex shafts were hit by the same golfer, the Habanero would launch the ball approximately 

3* higher and with an estimated 750 rpms more backspin than the RIP Gamma 60-3.6-R – yet again, both 

are marked as R flex shafts. 

 

Once again, we must reiterate – WE ARE NOT SAYING THERE IS ANYTHING WRONG WITH THESE SHAFT 

DESIGNS nor are we criticizing anything about them. Each company is free to design their shafts as they 

see fit, for whichever golfer swing types they designate.  However, how can any golfer really know the 

difference in the overall stiffness design of any of these shafts and from that, know anything about the 

performance difference between these shafts of the same flex without clear, quantitative comparative 

information? 

 

Please understand that variation between the same letter flex of different shaft models goes on 

INTENTIONALLY with every shaft company in the golf industry. It is not specific to Aldila. I simply use 

them to illustrate that this does happen within each shaft manufacturing company. Without a clear, 

quantitative means to compare the stiffness design of shafts, consumer golfers are in the dark with 

respect to making accurate shaft buying and shaft fitting decisions. 

 

(In part 2 we will discuss How a golfer should select the right shaft for his/her swing) 

 

For those of you who made it this far, CONGRATULATIONS!!   You ARE indeed interested in shafts.  

Fo  those of ou ho did ’t … ell, t ue shaft k o ledge a  e a little e o d a o al eal  of 
interest, I do admit that. I hope you all got something out of this, and there is more to come to help you 

know much more about how to determine the differences between shafts and how to turn that 

information into better shaft buying decision. 

By the way, there are many custom clubmakers out there who can help you find the right shaft FAR more 

accurately than the ways you have been trying to pick the right shaft in the past. These clubmakers who 

study this stuff are worth knowing and can help you.   

 

Wishon: Taking Shaft Fitting from Guessing to Specifics  

(Part 2) 

Shafts do not perform the same way for all golfers. Shafts perform differently for different swing 

characteristics because different swing characteristics make shafts bend and twist differently. Most 

golfers are aware that their clubhead speed has relevance to what shaft they should play. But in addition 

to the clubhead speed, there are several other swing characteristics which determine how different 



shafts can and do perform differently for different golfers. 

 

“hafts a e i  esse e, du  a i als.   The e is a solutel  NO agi  to the pe fo a e of a shaft – 

the  ONLY do hat thei  o e ’s s i g ha a te isti s o dai  the  to do. Fo  so e golfe s, the e is 
some additional performance contribution from the center of gravity location inside the clubhead. 

However, there are a lot of different variations in how golfers swing the club with respect to the specific 

swing characteristics that dictate how a shaft will perform.  The whole idea of analyzing the swing 

characteristics which are pertinent to shaft performance is to allow us to have a way to systematically 

ELIMINATE shafts from consideration for a golfer, so what is left would be a smaller, manageable 

number of shafts with which each golfer could play. 

 

The KEY elements of the golf swing in shaft fitting are: 

 

1.      Clubhead Speed 

The clubhead speed affords a basic, rudimentary, BEGINNING indication for the approximate overall 

amount of bending force a golfer may put on a shaft. However, it is very common for two golfers with 

the same clubhead speed to put totally different amounts of bending force on a shaft.  It is also 

common for two golfers who put the same bending force on a shaft to have different clubhead speeds. 

This is why a good shaft fitter has to analyze other characteristics of the golf swing to get more of an idea 

of how much bending force the golfer is putting on the shaft for his/her swing speed, when that bending 

force is being applied to the shaft and where on the shaft is the most bending force being applied.  

Clubhead speed gives us a starting point to help us begin to narrow the choice of possible shafts for a 

golfer in the fitting process. But it only tells us a part of the story. 

 

 2.      Downswing Transition Force 

The force with which the golfer starts the downswing determines the initial bending force on the shaft. 

I  othe  o ds, ho  u h the shaft is i itiall  loaded  is hiefl  dete i ed  the golfe ’s t a sitio  
force to start the downswing. Of two golfers with the same clubhead speed, the one with the stronger, 

more forceful transition will need a stiffer shaft (a shaft with a swing speed rating that is higher than the 

golfe ’s s i g speed). Of t o golfe s ith the sa e lu head speed, the o e ith the s oothe , passi e 
transition will need a more flexible shaft (a shaft with a lower clubhead speed rating tha  the golfe ’s 
swing speed). 

In addition, a golfer with a stronger transition typically is better fit into a HEAVIER weight shaft. A 

strong/forceful transition with a very light shaft can result in a swing tempo that gets too fast and too 

inconsistent, although it can be possible to use a higher than normal swingweight to allow a golfer with a 

strong transition to not get too quick when using a very light shaft. 

 

3.      Downswing Tempo/Downswing Aggressiveness 



We said the transition force determines the INITIAL loading of the shaft.  The downswing tempo 

determines how much that initial loading may change during the rest of the downswing before impact.  

Tests we have performed with special sensors on the shaft reveal that it is extremely rare for a golfer to 

increase the loading of the shaft during the downswing. It is not very common for a golfer to maintain 

the same load on the shaft during the downswing, either. Almost every golfer loads the shaft the most at 

the beginning of the downswing, after which the loading on the shaft begins to decrease from the 

moment the transition turns into the downswing. 

 

A good shaft fitter will analyze the downswing tempo to estimate if the golfer is maintaining their initial 

loading of the shaft, slightly losing some of the loading or substantially losing it. In more recent research, 

e ha e o e to the elief that the t a sitio  a d te po le d togethe  i  te s of the golfe ’s a ilit  
to put a bending force on the shaft and maintain it or not to the point of release. Hence the good shaft 

fitter will analyze the transition/tempo together in one overall observation to decide whether the golfer 

is an AGGRESSIVE HITTER, a SMOOTH SWINGER, somewhere in between or variations of each extreme.  

It really is not necessary to split the hair too fine on this evaluation. Good fitters chiefly think in terms of 

HITTER, SWINGER or AVERAGE when it comes to evaluating the effect of the transition/tempo on the 

golfe ’s a ilit  to load the shaft. 

 

How is the analysis of the golfer’s transition/tempo used to help narrow down the shaft 

recommendation?  

The o e fo eful a d agg essi e the golfe ’s t a sitio /te po, the o e the shaft ould e sele ted to 
have a swing speed rating that is a little higher than the actual swing speed of the golfer. Vice versa, the 

o e passi e, s ooth a d eas  the golfe ’s t a sitio /te po, the o e the shaft ould e sele ted to 
have a swing speed rating that is a little lower than the actual swing speed of the golfer. 

Fo  e a ple, let’s sa  e ha e th ee golfe s, each with a 100 mph clubhead speed.  Golfer No. 1 has a 

short, three-quarter length backswing with a fast, forceful transition and an aggressive downswing. 

Golfer No. 2 has a normal backswing length with some sense of transition force and downswing 

aggressiveness but not nearly as much as Golfer No. 1. Golfer No. 3 has a smooth, rhythmic, almost 

passi e t a sitio  a d te po that ide tifies hi  as fa  o e of a s i ge  tha  a hitte .  

For basic fitting, Golfer No. 2 would be advised to look among shafts that have a 95-105 mph swing 

speed rating because his swing characteristics are putting an average amount of bending force on the 

shaft for his 100 mph clubhead speed. 

Golfer No. 1 (strong/forceful transition and tempo) would be advised to look among shafts that would 

have a 100- ph s i g speed ati g e ause his s i g ha a te isti s a e loadi g  the shaft o e 
from him putting an ABOVE average amount of bending force on the shaft for his 100 mph clubhead 

speed. And Golfer No. 3 (smooth, passive transition and tempo) should choose from shafts that have a 

90- ph s i g speed ati g e ause his s i g ha a te isti s a e loadi g  the shaft u h less fo  his 
speed and put a BELOW average amount of bending force on the shaft for his 100mph clubhead speed. 

Three golfers in this example all had the same clubhead speed, yet each put a different bending force on 

the shaft. The more forceful and aggressive the transition/tempo, the higher the swing speed rating of 

the shaft should be in comparison to the golfe ’s lu head speed. The o e passi e a d s ooth the 
t a sitio /te po, the lo e  the s i g speed ati g of the shaft should e i  o pa iso  to the golfe ’s 



clubhead speed. And for the golfer with the average transition/tempo, the swing speed rating of the 

shaft should allo  fo  the golfe ’s lu head speed to e ight i  the iddle of that a ge. He e’s a little 
different way to look at this relationship of Clubhead Speed and Transition/Tempo versus the Bend 

Profile Stiffness measurements and the Swing Speed Rating for Shafts. 

 

In short, as the golfer puts more bending force on the shaft due to his Transition and Tempo, the swing 

speed ati g of the shaft eeds to i ease highe  tha  the golfe ’s a tual lu head speed. A d as the 

golfer puts less bending force on the shaft due to his Transition and Tempo, the swing speed rating of 

the shaft eeds to de ease lo e  tha  the golfe ’s a tual lu head speed. 

But hat’s e t afte  fi di g the shafts hi h ha e a s i g speed ati g that o espo ds to the golfe ’s 
lu head speed a d adjust e ts fo  the golfe ’s t a sitio  a d te po? 

 

4.      Point of Wrist-Cock Release During the Downswing 

The key swing characteristic which good shaft fitters analyze to determine the correct TIP STIFFNESS 

design of the shaft for the golfer is the point the golfer unhinges their wrist cock release on the 

downswing. In swing mechanics terms, the action of unhinging the wrist cock angle is called the RELEASE. 

The point when the golfer releases the club is what determines WHEN the shaft goes from being 

loaded  to ei g u loaded.   The poi t he  the golfe  eleases the lu  dete i es he  the shaft 
o es f o  a fle ed a k  positio  i to a fle ed fo a d  positio .  The poi t of elease also 

determines when the clubhead achieves its highest speed. 

Once the golfer unhinges the wrist cock angle, the arms immediately begin to slow down while the 

clubhead speeds up. If the golfer releases the club too early, the clubhead reaches its highest speed well 

before it gets to the ball. With an early release, by the time the clubhead gets to the ball, the clubhead 



speed has slowed down. This slowing down of the clubhead before impact even happens for golfers who 

release the club midway on the downswing – though not as much as with an early release. 

The only golfers who achieve their highest clubhead speed right when the clubhead meets the ball are 

golfers with a late release.  Hence this is another reason why a late release is such an important swing 

skill for golfers to achieve to be able to play to the best of their physical skills. 

In shaft fitting terms, the later the golfer releases the club, the more tip stiff the shaft COULD be. And 

conversely, the earlier the golfer releases the club, the more tip flexible the shaft should be.  Because 

the actual point of release can vary all the way from the start of the downswing to the very end, so too 

the tip stiffness design of the shaft is chosen to correspond.  Early release = most tip flexible; Latest 

release = most tip stiff;  Release in between early and very late = tip stiffness in between. 

You can now start to see why we need to have quantitative stiffness measurements of shafts so we can 

choose the right level of stiffness for golfers with varying levels of transition/tempo force and different 

points of release. With only letters for flex and generic terms for tip stiffness or bend point, shaft fitting 

is little more than a trial-and-error guess. 

Belo  is a ha t that offe s so e e a ples fo  ho  to o i e the golfe ’s lu head speed, 
transition/tempo evaluation a d the golfe ’s poi t of elease to a o  the hoi es fo  a suita l  fit 
shaft: 

 

 

5.     The Qualitative Side of Shaft Fitting — The Golfer’s Perception and Preference for the 
Shaft’s BENDING FEEL 

Talk about something that can throw a monkey wrench into all the logical things that we have taught so 

far about shaft flex/bend profile fitting!  If you want to know why some golfers play well with shafts 



hi h a e o  pape  o side ed to e too stiff, too fle i le, too tip stiff or too tip flexible for their 

clubhead speed, transition/tempo and point of release, this is the reason why. 

If a golfer has developed a specific preference for a type of bending feel of the shaft during any point in 

the swing, that feel preference has to be THE GUIDING FACTOR in the shaft fitting process. During the 

fitting process, the smart, experienced clubfitter knows to interview the player and ask questions to 

assess the golfe ’s le el of pe eptio  fo  the e di g feel of the shaft a d hether they have acquired 

spe ifi  likes a d dislikes  fo  a ious aspe ts of the shaft’s e di g feel du i g the s i g. 

The e  est a  to i o po ate a golfe ’s p efe e e fo  shaft feel i  the shaft fitti g p o ess is to ha e 
the golfer reveal specific shafts they have either liked or disliked in previous or current clubs. If these 

shaft models/flexes are searched in the Bend Profile Software we created, the stiffness measurements of 

those shafts can then be referenced against possible future shaft recommendations to determine if the 

e  shaft sele tio  a  o  a  ot satisf  the golfe ’s shaft feel p efe e es. 

One of the myths about shaft flex/bend profile performance is when someone states that this or that 

shaft is designed in a way that can actually increase the bending velocity of the shaft to offer a golfer a 

higher clubhead speed.  This is impossible because of the physics of tube design and performance.  

However, it is very possible for a golfer to change to a different shaft flex/bend profile design and 

experience a measurable increase in clubhead speed. 

Ho  this happe s is ho  the e  shaft falls i to the golfe ’s p efe e e fo  the e di g feel of the shaft. 
Give a golfer a shaft that feels perfect in terms of how much it bends, when it bends and where it bends 

i  elatio  to the golfe ’s a ui ed p efe e e fo  e di g feel a d that golfe  ill a hie e his ost f ee, 
most unrestricted and most fluid release through the ball.  And it is from this – having a shaft that feels 

perfect in every way to the golfer – that they are able to achieve a higher clubhead speed. 

On the other hand, put the golfer into a shaft that demonstrates a feeling of being too stiff or too flexible 

i  so e a  o pa ed to the golfe ’s p efe e e fo  e di g feel a d the  ost typically will begin to 

change their swing to make the shaft perform and feel as they prefer.  Manipulating the swing means a 

lack of free motion, free unrestricted release and a lower clubhead speed with less swing consistency. 

Again, to not have a truly ua titati e a  to a al ze shafts, t i g to tu  a golfe ’s feel p efe e es fo  
the shaft into a valid new shaft recommendation becomes a trial and error process. 

 

6. Putting It All Together 

The highe  the golfe ’s lu head speed, the o e fo eful/aggressive the transition and tempo, the later 

the release, the more the flex and the bend profile of the shaft become a contributor to the launch 

angle, trajectory and spin rate for the shot.   The lower the clubhead speed, the more passive the 

transition and te po, the ea lie  the elease, the less i po ta t the shaft’s fle  a d e d p ofile a e to 
performance. But for ALL golfers, the WEIGHT of the shaft is an important part of the shaft selection 

process. 

The highe  the golfe ’s lu head speed, the o e forceful/aggressive the transition and tempo, and the 

later the release IN RELATION TO THE SWING SPEED RATING and TIP STIFFNESS OF THE SHAFT, the more 

the shaft can increase launch angle, trajectory and spin. 

The shaft only just begins to contribute to launch angle, trajectory and spin in a gradual increasing 

manner as the golfer has a midway to later to very late release. Midway release, the flex and bend 



profile begin to matter a little. Very late release, the stiffness design of the shaft matters a lot more. For 

golfers with an early to before midway release, the flex and bend profile of the shaft do virtually nothing 

to the lau h a gle, t aje to  a d spi  of the shot.   The shaft’s WEIGHT e o es the o l  ke  shaft 
fitting factor for golfers with an early to before midway release. 

 

The ONLY ways the shaft can lower launch angle, trajectory and spin is: 

i.     if the shaft is eithe  o e stiff o e all tha  the golfe ’s p e ious/ u e t shaft, OR, 

ii.     if the tip section of the shaft is more stiff than the tip se tio  i  the golfe ’s p e ious/ u e t 
shaft. 

Just because a shaft is said to be tip stiff will not reveal whether it is a lower spin shaft than what you 

play now. A shaft has to be more stiff overall and/or more tip stiff than what you play now to have any 

effect on lowering launch angle, trajectory and spin. 

The golfe ’s p efe e es fo  a spe ifi  e di g feel of the shaft o e shado  the stiff ess a d e d p ofile 
fitting analysis compiled from the clubhead speed, transition/tempo and point of release.  In all cases 

for all golfers, you do go through the stiffness and bend profile fitting analysis compiled from the 

clubhead speed, transition/tempo and point of release, but you listen hard and consider modifying the 

recommendation when the golfer says they have a specific preference for the bending feel of a shaft. 

 

Facts about shafts — What they do (Part 3) 

The Shaft Can Have an Effect on launch Angle, trajectory and spin rate. How much of an effect the shaft 

has o  these shot pa a ete s depe ds o  the late ess of a golfe ’s elease, thei  lu head speed a d 
how aggressive their downswing tempo is. In addition, how much the shaft can change launch angle, 

trajectory and spin for golfers who do have the swing characteristics to make the shaft perform depends 

o pletel  o  the o e all stiff ess a d e d p ofile of the e  shaft e sus the golfe ’s p e ious shaft. 

For those of you who have read some of my articles and posts on shafts, you have heard this part before. 

The shaft’s effe t o  lau h a gle, t aje to  a d a kspi  o l  e o e isi le as the golfe ’s elease 
occurs later and later in the downswing. In additio , the shaft’s effe t o  t aje to  a d spi  p og esses 

o e a d o e as the golfe ’s lu head speed a d do s i g agg essi e ess/fo e i eases. 

Golfers who unhinge the wrist cock early to midway in the downswing do NOT experience a difference in 

launch angle, trajectory or backspin from shafts of different flex and different bend profile. They do 

experience a difference in how solid or boardy the impact with the ball is. But as the release gets to 

midway on the downswing, and progressively a little later and later beyond midway in the downswing, 

the shaft begins to have a little more and more effect on launch angle, trajectory and spin. 

The reason the shaft can have an effect on launch angle, trajectory and spin for later release players is 

because of the way the timing of the bending of the shaft can affect the dynamic loft of the clubhead at 

i pa t. Whe  the golfe  egi s to u hi ge thei  ist o k a gle o  the do s i g, the golfe ’s 
hands/arms begin to slow down while the club accelerates. 



Yes, for EVERY golfer, once he or she unhinges the wrist cock angle, their arms slow down. Because the 

hands are holding the club while the arms are slowing down, the acceleration of the club begins to push 

the shaft against the resistance of the slowing arms/hands into a forward bend position. 

The late  the golfe ’s elease, the o e the fo a d e di g of the shaft a  a i e at i pa t i  that 
forward bend position. For a midway release, the shaft only has a slight amount of forward bend by the 

time the clubhead gets to the ball. For an early to midway release, the forward bending of the shaft 

happens too soon, so that by the time the clubhead gets to the ball, the shaft has rebounded back to 

straight, thus not changing the dynamic loft of the clubhead at impact. 

It is important to understand that two golfers can have the same launch angle but have totally different 

trajectories and backspin amounts from each other. If two golfers with different clubhead speeds have 

the same swing path, same angle of attack and same hand position at impact, the launch angle will be 

the same but the trajectory and spin rates will differ. The higher the clubhead speed of the golfer, the 

higher the trajectory and spin will be for any given launch angle. 

How much can the shaft affect the launch angle and spin rate for those golfers who do have a 

later to very late release?  

Two things control this. First, when a golfer uses a different shaft than he has been playing, the only way 

the shaft can change the launch angle and spin is if the new shaft is different in its overall stiffness design 

than the old shaft. Second, how much the shaft can affect launch angle and spin also depends on how 

fle i le o  stiff the shaft is i  elatio  to the golfe ’s lu head speed, t a sitio  a d te po fo e and 

point of release. 

First, I see TONS of posts and questions in the GolfWRX forums that say something like: 

      I eed a re o e datio  for a good lo -launching (or high-launching), low-spi  shaft.  

Such a question is asked as if the golfer thinks that a shaft will demonstrate the same effect on launch 

angle and spin for every golfer who uses it. 

While the shaft companies like to say their shafts are designed to have certain launch and spin 

characteristics, the truth is that a shaft can only offer a low or higher launch/spin if it is stiffer or more 

flexible THAN WHAT THE GOLFER USED BEFORE. 

In other words, what is a low-launch and low-spin shaft for golfer A can be a high-launch and high-spin 

shaft for golfer B, and vice versa. FOR THE SAME SHAFT, the golfer with the higher clubhead speed, later 

release and more upward angle of attack is going to hit shots with a higher launch, higher trajectory and 

higher spin than will the golfer with a lower clubhead speed, earlier release and more downward angle 

of attack. 

So, for golfers who are looking for a low-launch, low-spinning shaft, the only way you can find that is to: 

 Know precisely what the overall stiffness and bend profile stiffness design is of the shaft you now 

play, and 



 Know the overall stiffness and bend profile stiffness design of all other shafts so you can pick one 

that is stiffer overall and/or has a more stiff tip section design. 

“hafts a e du  a i als. The  o l  do hat thei  o e ’s s i g fo es the  to do. 

Second, if a late release golfer were to play with a soft L one day and a stiff X the next, without question 

the difference in launch angle, trajectory and spin would be very significant. But common sense says this 

is ’t goi g to happe  e ause ea h golfe  should pla  a shaft that has its overall stiffness and bend 

p ofile p ope l  at hed to the golfe ’s u i ue o i atio  of lu head speed, t a sitio /te po fo e 
and point of wrist cock release. 

Sure, some of us prefer to play a shaft that feels stiffer. Some of us like to play a shaft that feels a little 

more flexible. If a golfer has a preferred sense of bending feel for a shaft, without question, regardless of 

their clubhead speed, transition/tempo and point of release, their best shaft has to satisfy that bending 

feel preference or their swing tempo/timing/rhythm/release gets screwed up and becomes inconsistent. 

But ithi  shafts that easo a l  fit a golfe ’s lu head speed, t a sitio /te po a d poi t of elease, 
typically the maximum difference seen in launch angle from different shaft options is in the area of 2.5 to 

3 degrees. As far as spin difference, that depends on the clubhead speed of the golfer. A shaft that 

launches the ball 2 degrees higher for a golfer with an 80 mph clubhead speed would typically increase 

spin by 350 to 400 rpms, while a shaft that launches the ball 2 degrees higher for a golfer with a 100 mph 

clubhead speed would typically increase spin by 500 to 600 rpms – that is, of course, given the same 

clubhead and same other assembly specs of the club. 

So the bottom line is this – shafts can bring about changes in launch angle, trajectory and spin, but only 

for golfers with a later to late release, and only to the extent that their overall stiffness and bend profile 

are different from the shaft the golfer previously played. 

If the golfer has developed a preferred sense of bending feel for the shaft, playing a shaft that satisfies 

that preferred bending feel will enable the golfer to achieve their highest clubhead speed. However, 

for such a golfer, playing a shaft that does NOT perfectly match their preferred bending feel will bring 

about a lower clubhead speed, worse accuracy and more off-center hits. 

He e’s a state e t a out shafts that I ha e hea d a fe  ti es i   a ee : 

  Differe t shaft desig s a  be designed with a higher tip velocity to allow the golfer to 

a hie e a higher lu head speed.  

That’s ot o e t. As I said efo e, shafts a e du  a i als. The  ONLY do hat the s i g 
characteristics of their owners cause them to do. Whenever a golfer uses a shaft that has its weight, 

o e all stiff ess a d e d p ofile ell at hed to the golfe ’s lu head speed, t a sitio /te po, poi t of 
elease AND p efe e e fo  e di g feel, that’s he  the golfe  ill a hie e thei  highest lu head 

speed. But this is only if the specs of length, loft, face angle, total weight, swing weight, and grip size are 

correctly fit to the golfer as well. 

Give that same shaft to a different golfer with the same clubhead speed but a different combination of 



transition/tempo, point of release and preference for bending feel and that same shaft will result in a 

lower clubhead speed with far worse performance for that golfer BECAUSE THE SHAFT DOES NOT FIT 

THE SWING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OTHER GOLFER. 

A shaft can only exhibit a high le el of tip elo it  fo  the golfe s hose lu head speed, 
transition/tempo, point of release AND preference for bending feel is perfectly matched to the weight, 

overall stiffness and bend profile of the shaft. 

 


